
 

 
PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

J-Gate@ MoES Consortia 
 

J-Gate  

 

J-Gate is the most comprehensive database and gateway to access research information from over 60 

Million journal articles (with access to 14 Million Full Text articles) coming from 50,000+ journals 

covering multiple subject domains.  

 

 All journals are indexed cover to cover with each article having links to full text. 

 Articles carry author email addresses for the researchers to connect with them. 

 Platform for configuring consortia subscribed, library subscribed and user’s favorite journals. 

 Unified platform to access all subscribed journals through a single interface. 

J-Gate@ Consortia 
 

J-Gate database customized to suit the needs of a consortia facilitating access to consortia subscribed 

journals as well as library subscribed journals through a single platform. 

 

A search platform for scholarly articles plus resource-sharing facility for the members of the consortium. 

The resource sharing facility is limited to the journals available among the consortia members. 

J-Gate@ MoES Consortia 
 

A customized solution for Consortium to enable all member institutions to access all subscribed journals 

and full text journals available in J-Gate, through a single discovery platform and resource sharing among 

the institutions in case of unique subscriptions of the consortia as well as of member institutions. 

 

# J-Gate@ Consortia Indexed Journals Full-Text Journals 

1 J-Gate Complete 50,000+ 25,000+ 

2 Subscribed All journals subscribed by Consortia as per access matrix. 

3 Available through Inter Library Loan All unique journals subscribed by Consortia members. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

Features and Functionalities of J-Gate@ Consortia 

 

1. My Library Journals: Single point access to all individual library subscribed journals by updating the 

journal holdings. Apart from links to the full text in the search results, one can also browse the 

archives of those journals. 

2. My Favorite Journals: Enables the user to create own profile and configure favorite journals. Other 

benefits: 

a. Search within favorite journals and avoid the results from other indexed journals. 

b. Receive e-mail alert when there are updates in the TOC of your favorite journals. 

c. Access J-Gate from outside the institutional IP using profile login credentials. 

3. Single platform for search and accessing across libraries of Consortia members through customized 

discovery layers for All Journals, Consortia Subscribed, My Library and My Favorite journals for 

seamless access and effective usage. 

4. Filter Your Search: Highly advanced post-search filters to narrow down search results based on select 

parameters. The user can filter the results by Subject, Author, Journal Name, Country of Publication, 

Year of Publication, etc. 

5. Starting Point of Research: J-Gate aids the new researcher by providing the name of prominent 

authors and journals. This can be the starting point of search in case he wants to read more articles 

from those authors and articles published in those journals. 

6. Journal Finder: This functionality would help to get the list of accessible journals as per rights and 

categorized under All, Consortia Subscribed, Library Subscribed and User Favorites. The users can also 

browse the list alphabetically by journal title, publisher name and aggregator packages. 

7. Browse TOC: Users would be able to browse table of contents for both current and archival issues. 

8. Advanced Search: Users would be able to use Boolean operators for advanced searching to include 

author name, author address, additional keywords, journal titles, etc. 

9. Download Citation Styles: Users can directly copy the various citations styles easily and use it without 

hassle. 

10. Create/Manage Alerts: Email & RSS alerts for latest Journal Table of Content. 

11. Personalized Folders: Save your favorite articles in personalized folders for quick reference. 

12. Easy to Mark Favorite Journals from the Journal Finder results page. 

13. Share with Peers: Share your personalized folders with your fellow researchers / peers for 

collaboration and knowledge sharing. 

14. Inter Library Loan: Sharing of subscribed journal resources among consortia members through inter 

library loan to facilitate resource sharing by sending e-mail requests. All documents shared through 

J-Gate have watermark of the consortium within which the document sharing is done. 

15. CONTU Report: This functionality helps in adhering to CONTU Guidelines by displaying the inter library 

loan fulfilled counts allowed as per the guidelines. 

16. Easy Access Shortcuts: Download / e-Mail / Print individual reference, directly from search results. 

17. Indication of the SciMago Journal Ranking and H-Index for journals listed in SciMago Journal & 

Country Ranking. This helps researchers to effectively identify the journals for article submission. 

18. Post-Search Graphical Representation of Subjects and Journals: Graphical representation of subject 

areas and journals from which the search results have been picked. 

19. Cloud based system to ensure 24x7 accessibility. 

20. Separate Admin Interface to configure resources, report analysis and effective access management. 

21. User Helpline to share queries and seek help related to access and how to use. 



 

J-Gate@ Consortia 

Benefits to All Consortia Member Institutions 
 

1. A single gateway to access consortium subscribed, member library subscribed and open access 

journals. 

2. A resource sharing platform where the user can access journal articles required by him but not 

available in his library and held by other consortia members. 

3. Avoid subscription of less used journals in your institutions and share the same with institutions 

where it is subscribed because of its excessive usage to avoid duplication of resources. 

4. Analyze through the usage statistics of journals on this platform, identify journals less used and 

review their subscription within the library. 

5. Promote usage of all the journals through a single interface and discover the content from other 

journals, which were never in the radar of the user. 

6. The user of a consortium member can list their favorite journals to get alerts whenever these 

journals get updates. 

7. The institute gets a Table of Content service with latest contents. 

8. Access to bibliographic data of 50,000+ journals in multiple subject domain. 

9. Daily update of the database maintains the currency, similar to the publishers. 

Benefits to the Team Centrally Managing the Consortia 
 

1. A single cloud based database having journal articles available in the libraries of all the institutions 

of Consortia. 

2. Resource sharing platform for all journals to all the researchers of consortium member creating 

one single gateway to the library subscribed journals. 

3. A metadata framework for entire consortia at one single place on the cloud accessible to all 

colleges. 

4. Universal journal discovery service for all institutions of Consortia. 

5. Avoid duplicate subscription among the consortia for less used titles. 

6. Bibliographic access to all journals holding of all the members on one single platform. 

7. A journal catalog of all Consortia Institutions libraries in one single place. 

8. Provision for Document Delivery Request tracker – a platform to review which institute has 

requested articles to which other institutes and its fulfilment status to the end user and 

administrator. 


